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Sultry sounds of singer songwriter Deborah Falconer. An eclectic collection of finely crafted, hart felt

moody songs. 10 MP3 Songs URBAN/R&B: Soul, POP: Delicate Details: DEBORAH FALCONER BIO A

native of California, Falconer began her singer-songwriting career in her home studio where a decidedly

profound, organic voice emerged almost immediately. Naturally soulful chops, coupled with an intuitive

sense of melody, produced an irresistible , organic sound. After a career as a fashion model, Falconer

appeared in several films including; Short Cuts, (Robert Altman1993), The Last Party (Mark Benjamin

1993), Mr. Bluesman (Snke Wortman 1993), Pyrates (Noah Stern 1991), Brotherhood of the Gun (Vern

Gillum 1991), The Doors (Oliver Stone 1991) and The Wrong Guys (Danny Bilson 1988), before

embracing her true musical calling. Her eclectic body of work is the result of an eclectic life experience

interpreted as compelling lyrics born of an ability to communicate simple, universal human truth as artfully

crafted poetry and melody. Deborah Falcon has emerged as a powerful live performer, cutting her teeth

under the discerning glare Hollywood's savvy club goers. Gigging Non stop last five years in a wide range

of Los Angeles venues including; The Viper Room, House Of Blues, Opium Den, Coffee House, Largo,

The Troubadour, The Knitting Factory and Moomba in addition to New York clubs; Joe?s Pub, The

Cutting Room, and recently at the ultra visible Flaunt Magazine part at the W Hotel. Shortly after her

critically acclaimed, high- profile appearance as a featured performer along with Aimee Mann, Sting, Elton

John, Daniel Lanois, Beck and Red Hot Chili Peppers at the HSFC benefit in Silver Lake, Los Angeles

hosted by Johnny Knoxville and Christina Ricci, Falconer hit the ground running with a decidedly evolved,

slate of blues-influenced, enlightened pop songs. The new album 'Brave Like Me' is complete. The album

was produced by Clark Stiles (Dandy Warhols), and will be released on May 1st, 2003 by Ravish

Records. The line up includes; guitarist Goffrey Moore (Jonathan Brooke, The Dust Brothers), superstar
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bass player Shaun Davis (Nikka Costa), drummer Chris Cano (Citizen Cope), keyboard player Chris

Joyner (Sheryl Crow, The Wall Flowers) and back up singer Lonnie Martinez. This rare collective of talent

united with Falconer's words and music has resulted in a musical marriage imbued with an elegiac sense

of pathos rarely achieved so early in what promises to be a long and meaningful career.
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